Complete

We are capable of supplying fully tested zinc wall systems including mounting systems and related hardware.

www.northclad.com
Our Zn Series features an array of options to accommodate even the most complex design.

A naturally occurring, resilient building material.

Zinc, the 21st most abundant element on Earth, has been used for architectural roofing and drainage applications for hundreds of years. With its natural weathering, environmentally friendly properties, and long life, zinc is quickly becoming the material of choice for modern designers. Our Zn system adds to the natural versatility of zinc by providing architects and designers an array of options utilizing this amazing material.

**100% Recyclable**

- **Zinc Composite Panel System**: Allows for larger panel sizes. Patented option available for zinc. Textured and embossed panel system. Complements the appearance of natural zinc with the function of composite. Spans larger distances without warping.

- **Interlocking Natural Zinc Shingles**: Complete unit systems featuring architectural interlocking panels. Customizable shingle width and height. CNC machinery ensures total accuracy. Manufactured with state of the art equipment owned and operated by NorthClad. Easy to install.

- **Formed Natural Zinc Panel System**: Single-sided pressure-equalized substrates with interlocking panel design for ease of assembly without felt (paper) membrane on the panel. Proven Wall System, Tested to AAMA 508.7, fabricated by NorthClad. Custom sizes allow for endless options. Suitable in stacking or interlocking panel configurations.

- **Interlocking Composite Shingles**: Complete siding system featuring interlocking zinc shingle panels. Customizable shingle width and height. CNC machinery ensures total accuracy. Manufactured with state of the art equipment owned and operated by NorthClad. Easy to install.

- **Custom Panel System Design Options**: The malleable properties of zinc allow sheet material to be manipulated in ways that cannot be matched by steel or aluminum. We invite you to take some creative license and envision the perfect facade. We’d love the opportunity to help you make your vision a reality.

Material for this project supplied by Jarden Zinc.